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ABSTRACT. We provide a criterion affording the minimal left coset representative w1
of an element w "of a Coxeter group W through the combinatorics of the reflection
representation of W. We analyze in greater detail the case of finite and affine Weyl
groups of the ABCD-sems, reaUzed as groups of Z-permutations, obtaining explicit
descriptions of the inversions, inversion tables and minimal left coset representatives.

§1 NOTATION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS

Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system with length function ̂ , for JC 5 denote as usual
byW/theparaboUc subgroup correspondmg to I and by W1 the set of mmimal
left coset representatives:

W1 ={w^W\ £(ws) > l(w) \/ sel}.

It is well known [5, 1. 10] that any element w eW c&u be uniquely decomposed
as w = wlwi, w1 6 W1, wj   Wi.

In tMs paper we provide a simple algorithm affording wz. Our criterion follows
easily from well-known facts about W1, and it can be recast in a nice combinatorial
fashion, m the framework of the geometric representation of W.

We then analyze in detail the case of finite and affine Weyl groups of classi-
cal type, discussing the relationships between the permutation realization and the
geometric representation. This analysis affords an explicit description of the class
inversions and the inversion table of an element w ^W (cf. [4]).

Finally, as an appUcation of our general criterion and of the previous analysis,
we describe W1 in the permutation realization and we give concrete algorithms to
obtain w1 from w. In this extended abstract we confine ourselves to deal with cases
A, B, (7. Details will appear elsewhere.

Let V be the space of the geometric representation of W [5, 5.3]; introduce the
canonical root system A of W by taking a basis H = {aj s e^}_°f y (the simPle
roots) and by considering the set of W- orbits of H: A =WTl. Then any root is
positive or negative, i.e. it can be written as a linear combmation of simple roots
with (real) coefficients of the same sign: A = A+ U A-^. We write o: > 0 (resp.
a < 6) to mean a G A+ (resp. a e A-); moreover, for /3 6 A we denote by
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S0 the reflection in /3 . Notice that in the context of the geometric representation
roots correspond to reflections (F^-conjugate of the elements of 5'); we can therefore
coiisider the analog of the set of (left) descents for w 6 T7:

L(w) = {a 6A+ | w-l(a) < 0}.
Recall that ifw = si .. -Sn, s^ =s/3;, /?,   His a reduced expression, then

L(w) = {A, Sl(/?2), . .. , Sl . . -Sn-l(/3n) }.
The sets L(w) are connected with the weak Bruhat order ^ [3, §3] as follows:

u ^ v iff £(u) C L(v), iff there exists w   W such that v = uw, £(v) = ~£(u)+£(w).
Moreover they can be characterized from a combmatorial point of view.
Proposition 1. A finite subset X C A+ is of the form L(w), w eW if and only
if it satisfies the following two conditions:

(1) ifa, f3e X, qa+r/3e^, q, re R>o, then qa+r/3e X.
(2) ifqa +r/3eX and a, /? e A+, g, r   R>o, /3^X, then aeX.

Moreover, w is unique.

This result can be found in [8; §2, Remark] and in [3, Prop. 3] (in a slightly
diflFerent formidation). For fimte and af&ne Weyl groups not of type Ai a simpler
statement holds: we can obtain this statement from the previous one replacing g, r
by 1 in conditions (1), (2) (see [7; §3, Theoremj). In [7] it is also shown how to
recover w from the combinatorial conditions stated m the proposition: it is easy
to prove that ^ 6 H if and only if ̂  is indecomposable, i. e. there do not exist
7,,? 6 A+, g, r 6 R>o such that ^ = $7 + r/?; then if jf verifies the two conditions
of the proposition, by (2) it contains a simple root a. One proves that Sa{X \ {a}}
is a set of positive roots which still verifies (1), (2): therefore a reduced expression
for w = Sa--- is inductively determmed. In particular, describing L(w) allows us
to recover concretely w.

Now we can state the main result. For J C 5 denote by Aj the root subsystem
of A generated by Hj = {0:5 | s   J}.
Theorem 1. ̂ Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system and I C S. Given w e W, let
W = WIWi, W1 6 W1, wi   Wi be its decomposition; then

L(w7)=L(w)\(w(A7)nA+)
2. (w71)=£(w-l)nAj.

Aforeover
wew1 ^=^- L(w~1) n Hj = 0. (*)

Example. Consider, for A of type &i and I = {2, 3}, w = siS2S4SiS2S3Si; then

L{w)={ai, ̂ ^1+02/04, ^(ai+as), QI + ^02,
3d^5(ai + 02) + as + Q4, d2},
L(w1) = {03, ld^ai + az, a4, ̂ (ai + 02), a, + 1±^^},
£(w7 ) ={0!3, Q'2+Q3}.

Therefore w = S2SiS2SiS4, wi = s^ss.
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§2 AFFINE WEYL GROUPS OF CLASSICAL TYPE AS PERMUTATION GROUPS

In this section we analyze in detail the relationships between the permutation
realization and the geometric representation of the affine Weyl groups of classical
type. The permutation realization was introduced by Lusztig in [6]; we remind
these facts following the approach of [4]. Then we describe the action of these
permutation groups on the affine root system. This analysis affords an easy and
explicit description of the "affine inversions" and of the inversion table.

Denote by Tn the translation by n 6 Z and by Rm the reflection with respect to
mC^ (regarded as mappings Z ^ Z). The followmg facts are well-known.

(1) A group W of mappings Z -> Z consisting of translations or reflections (a
rigid group [4, §4]) is generated by either one translation or one reflection
or two reflections.

(2) Any Weyl group (possibly affine) of classical type can be realized as a group
of locally finite Z-permutations1 commutmg with a rigid group G.

Indeed type A is obtained taking G trivial, type B is obtained when G is gener-
ated by one reflection (we take G =- {Ro})-

We say that a locally finite Z-permutation w is locally even afm e Z if the set
{fc 6Z ffc < m, w(fc) > m} has an even number of elements. Then type D is
obtained from type B by considering the permutatioiis which are locally even at 0.

We now describe in greater detail the remaming cases, i.e. the affine Weyl groups.
An-i. W is obtamed when G = (Tn); it is easy to. prove that W is faithfully
represented as the group of affine permutations [2]:

^ , ^ n(n+l)
W^ <J7T:Z^Z|7T((+n)=7r(t)+nVt6Z, ^7r(t)= -2-j>-

t=l

Cn. W can be realized as the group of Z-permutations commuting with the reflec-
tions w.r. t. 0, n+ 1 (i.e. G = (Ao, -Rn+i)); explicitly:

TV^ {w: Z^Z I w{i) + w(-i) = 0, w(i) + w(2n +2-z) = 2n+2 Vz   Z}.

Bn, Dn. W is the subgroup of Cn formed by the permutations which are locally
even at 0 (for Bn) or at 0 and n+1 (for Dn).

In any case, an element w^W'is determined by the images of [n}= {1,... , n},
we caUw([n]) the fundamental n-tuple of w and we denote it by [w(l), ... , w(n)].
Let us check the previous statement. For type A take i G Z and write it as i =
kn + j, j E [n]; then w(z) = kn + w{j). In the other cases remark that points
corresponding to multiples of the mirror positions are fixed points; if instead m i-
fc(n+ 1), m can be miiquely written as m = (2n+2)^±r for /i £ Z. and r 6 [n]:
then w(m) = (2n + 2)h± w(r).

li. e., moving a finite number of values from the negative to the positive Z-axis.
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Our choice of Coxeter generators is displayed m the following list.

An-i Si=[l,... , i+l, i,... , n], i=l,... , n-l, Sn=[0, 2,... , n-l, n+l}.
Cn si = [-1, 2,... , n], s, = [1,... , z, i- i,... , n] ? = 2,... , n,

«n+i =[1, 2,... , n-l, n+2].
Bn si = [-2, -1, 3,... , n], s, = [1,... , ?, ?- 1,... , n] z" = 2,... , n,

Sn+i == [1, 2,... , n-l, n+2].
Dn si = [-2, -1, 3,... , n], s, = [1,... , ?, ?. - 1,... , n] ̂  = 2,... , n,

s^+i = [l, 2,... n-2, n+2, n+3].

We want to express the rules for the action of an element w in the permutation
realization of W on its root system. Since we are considering only the case of the
classical groups, we prefer to adopt the usual realization of finite root systems with
multiple lengths rather than the one used in section §1.

RecaU that if the affine root system Aa/y is obtained by extending an irreducible
finite root system A, the choice of a positive system A+ c A mduces a correspond-
ing choice for A^, ^,:

A^/ = (A+ + N5) u (-A+ + Z+5),
where 5 = 0+a», 0is the highest root of A and a* is the simple root corresponding
to the "new" vertex * in the extended Dynkin diagram of A. For a e A set:

{a+n5 I n eN} if a e A+,
{a+m5|meZ+} if-a e A+.

Since S is fixed by W, the action of W on Aaff is completely determined by the
action on A; it will be convenient for our goals to display the positive roots of A
in a n x n square matrbc (/?y) (with entries in A+ U {0}). The indexing of this
matrix is chosen accordmg to the euclidean realization of the root system; we use
the foUowing convention about A: the long (resp. short) simple root of A ^ Gn
(resp. A ^ Bn) is ai.

Type A:

^ ^^i-£j= E,<fc<j--i Qfe if ? < Jf?
0 if i > j.

Type C':

£3 -£i= Y, i<k<j ak
A,-=<j 2£, =Qi+2E2<fc<^fc

e, +ei=a, +2 E2<fc<, "fc + E,-<fc<. ^fc

Type B:

^i<k<j ak if ? < J
if i = j
if i > j.

ifi<j
ifi=j
if i > j.

A,-=
^. -^=E.<
£i = El<fc<, Qfc
e3 + £i = 2 EKfc^j- 0'fc + Ej <fe<, O'fc
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Type D:

^.=

£j - £i= 2^i<k<j ak
0

£l +£, = Oil +$2+ E3<fc<t Qifc
I £i+£j =01+02+2 ̂ 3<k<: ak + Y, j<k^i ak

ifl^i<j
ifi=j
i!i> j =1
ifi >j > 1.

Now we are able to express the T^-action on Aa//; this kind of analysis has
already been done in [9] for type A. Let us jecall this resiilt (in a slightly different
formulation) before writing down the action in the other cases.

Suppose w = [a;i,... , Xn] ̂  W: then w = [^(1) + k-^n,... , 7r(n) + ^nra] where
TT 6 5n (<S'n being the symmetric group on n letters) and ki e Z, ? = 1,... , n;
indeed TT = [^i,... , ̂ n], where ̂ -denotes the residue class ofxi modulo n {!,... ,n
having been chosen as representatives for Z/nZ). For TT £ 5'n and i < j, set
a = mm{\TT{i~)\, \-^(j)\}, b = max{|7r(?)|, |7r(j)|}; then we have 7T(/3y) = ±f3ab,
where we take + iff w(z) < w(j). Therefore the action ofw   TV on Aa/y is given
as follo\vs. For 1 <i < j <:n, }.et qi, ri, qj, rj be the unique integers such that
w(i) = g, n + r,, w(j) = gj-n + r.,, (g,, gj   Z, r,, rj   [n]). Then

; ±Pr^ + (±($3- - $, ) + A;) ̂  if r, < ry
wwij .¥k())=\ ^ + (±(g; - g, ) + fc)J if r, > r,.

where we take simultaneously the upper or the lower sign.
Let now W be a Weyl group of type Bn; for <T e Hn, the hyperoctahedral group,
set a = min{|(r(?)|, |(T(j")]}, b = max{\a{i)\, |o-(j")[}. Then

i}=±ft\a(i)\\a(i)\
ifo-(z) >0
if<7(z) <0

z < 3 : <r{Pij) =
±^b ifcr(t)<7(j)>0

/3te ifaO)>0><T(i)
ifcr(?) >0> cr{j).

+ ifcr(?)«7(j)
ifa(z)>cr(j)

? >J: ^. ) =
(3ba ifa(t)>0, (TO-)>0

-f3ba ifff(z)<0, a(j)<0

[^ -(.^<o{^ ^S!::g;::.
As m the previous case, this suffices to recover the action of the corresponding affine
Weyl group on Ao//. Indeed take w = [xi,... , Xn] ̂ W and recall from [4, 8. 1. 4]
that w = [o-(l) + (2n + 2)fci,... , <r(n) + (2n + 2)fen] with o- = [o-(l), ... , o-(n)] in

Hn and fci GZ, l<i^n. In fact a = [^i,... , ^n], where xi denote the residue

class of Xi module 2n + 2 (±1,... , ±n having been chosen as (part of a) system of
representatives for Z/(2n + 2)Z).
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TakeiJ 6 [n] and write w(z) = (2n+2)g, +r,, w(j) = (2n+2)9^-+rj, r,, rj 6 ±[n\;
then

w{±/3a + kS) = ±a((3a) + {±q, + k)S
w(±!3ij + kS} = ±a(/?y) + (±(^- - g, ) + fc)5 if z < j
w(±A,- + kS) == ±(T(A, ) + {±(qj + q,) +k)S if i > j.

For cases C, D the formulas for the action of the finite Weyl group on A are the
same as above, whereas those expressing the action of the affine Weyl group on
An// become

w(±ftij + kS) = ±r(0ij) + {±{qj - q,) + k) S if i < j
w{±/3ij + kS) = ±r(/3,, ) + (±(g, +g, ) + &) 5 if ̂  j

for type Cn (r   ffn) and

w(±/3y + kS) = ±7(/?y) + (±{qj -qi)+k)8 if i < j
w(±/3y + kS) = ±7(/?,, ) + (±(g, - +ft) + A;) 5 if ̂  > ^

for type Dn (7 e H^ven, where Jf^en is the subgroup of Hn consisting of the
elements which move an even number of elements from [n] to -[n]).

Let W be a Weyl group of classical type, realized as above as group of Z-
permutations commuting with a rigid group G.

Definitions. 1. Consider w ^W. A (generalized) inversion is a pair {k, i) £ ZxZ
with k > i, w~l(k) < w~l{i).
2. Let {k, i) be an inversion for w such that neither k nor i are fixed points for G.
A class inversion {k, i) (cf. [4, 4.2}} is the orbit of an such an inversion (k, i) under
the diagonal G-action on Z x Z.

Theoreni 2. Denote byT^i the set of class inversions for w.
(1) Let (Invw(i, j)') the inversion table of w [4, §8]. Then

Inv^(i, j) = =F|L(w) n ±/3ij\.

(2) The map <f>: L{w) -^ 1^

f3ij +mSi-> {mnf + j, i} ifi< j
ftij +mS>^ {mn + i, -j} ifi> j
/?M +mS ̂  (mn + i, -i}

-0ij +mS^-> {mn' + i, j) ifi <j
-ftij + mj i-^ {mn' - j, i) ifi> j
-Ai + mJ h-> (mn - 2, i)

establishes a canonical bijection between L{w} and Iw. Here n' = n for type
An_i, whereas n/ = 2n+ 2 /or types Bn, Cn, Dn.
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Remark. Note that the second statement of the Theorem affords a canonical choice
of representatives for class inversions.

Sketch of proof. The first part follows from a direct computation; in turn this
computation is an easy consequence of our previous analysis. For the second state-
ment it suffices to prove that (j) is well-defined and surjective. The first fact fol-
lows from the definition. For the other we have to chose a suitable normalization
among representatives of the same class inversion. This can be done in the fol-
lowing way. Take <fc, ?)   Z^ and select a representative (fc, t), by requirmg that
z = max{h G ±[n]' | {k, h)   (fcj) for some fe}; this is always possible smce, by
assimiption, i is not a mirror position, therefore its residue class mod n/ belongs
indeed to ±[n}. Write k as k=mn'+ j; note that either j or i is positive. Since
ij 6 ±[n], we can build up ̂    A^. ^ such that <^>(0 = (^, 0: e.g., ifO < i <j,
then ̂  = Aj + ms works. D

§3 MINIMAL LEFT COSET REPRESENTATIVES
IN AFFINE WEYL GROUPS OF CLASSICAL TYPE

In the following we describe minimal left coset representatives for affine Weyl
groups of classical type iising the permutation realization. For related results, see
[I], [10]. As announced m the introduction, we omit the analysis of the Dn case,
which can however be developed along the same lines of the other affine cases.

Aaff ̂  An-1.
Label by n the extra vertex * m the extended Dynkin diagram of An-1. Assume

that J = JiU... UJfc is the irreducible decomposition of J, with Ir = [?r, Jr])
l^ir^jr~^n-lforr=2,..., k and jr < ir+i for r =2,... ̂  k^- 1. Moreover
J^"[l7ji7u-[?i, n - 1] U {n}, 1 <ji <^, Jfc <?i ̂ ^- 1 (A ̂ 0 IS" £ Jr).
Proposition 2.

W1 ={weW |w(ti) < .. . < w(n), w(l) < .. . < w(ji + 1),
w(n) - w(l) < n,
w(ir)<---<w{jr+l), 2<r^k}

The first two conditions should be considered ̂only if Ii ̂  0- Given w  W, w^is
obtained in the following way: w7(^),... , wT{jr +1), 2 <r ̂  fc are gwen 6y the
increasing arrangement of the sets[w{ir),.. . , w{jr + 1)}, 2 ^r^k. JfJi^0, to
get w7(ti),... , u;J(n), wz(l),... , w/(ji + 1) proceed as follows:

(1) Consider {w(?i),... , w(n)}, {w(l)... w(ji + 1)} and let (^,..., yn),
(^i,... , ̂ -i+i) &e ̂ e corresponding increasing arrangements.

(2) Ifyn-zi <n, then

(w7(ii),... , wl{n), w1 {!),... , wr(ji+l))= (yzi,..., Z/n^i, --- ̂ j-i+i)-
Otherwise replace yn, ̂ i by z^+n. yn-n respectively and go back to step
w-
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Remark. For the case of the maximal parabolic corresponding to J =[n-l], wJ is
obtained by arranging {w(l),. .. , w(n)} in increasing order: e.g., w = [5, -2,'3, 4] =
S2s?s^3rs2s\' . = J-2'3'4'5^ = s2SsS4. In particular we obtain, as in [2, Prop.
3.5], WJ = {w  | w(l) < w(2)< ... < w(n)}."

Aaff^C^
Suppose that J= A U. .. U4 is the irreducible decomposition of J, Jr = [^, Jr],

1 = ii ^ ji < is ^ J2 < ... < ik < jk = n+1 with Ji, Jfc empty if 1 ^ I,
* = n+ 1 ^ I respectively. Consider a   Z, a^ A;(n+l), fc G Z, and set
a = min{a, ^n+i(a)}; more expUcitly, if a = (2n + 2)g + r (with the conven-
tions of the previous section about' representatives for Z/(2n + 2)Z), we have
a = min {(2n + 2)$ + r, (2n +2)(1 - g) - r}.
Proposition 3.

W1 ={w^W :0< w(l) < w(2) < ... < w(ji),
w(ir -1) < ... < w(jr), 2^r<k-l,
w(ik -1) < ... < w(n) < n + 1}.

The first (resp. third) condition should be considered only ifl-^^^ (resp. Jfc ̂  0/
Moreover w1 is obtained from w by arranging in increasing order the sets
{|w(l)|, |w(2)|,... , |w(ji)|}, {w(^ -1),... , w{jr)}, 2^r^k-l, {w(^ - 1), ... ,
w(n)}.

AafF ̂  Bn.
Suppose that J=Ji U.. . UZfc is the irreducible decomposition of 7, displayed in

the foUowing way: J^ = [irjr], l=h ^ji <iz <J2 < ... < ik-i < jk-i^ n and
h containing n +1 (so either Jfe = 0orJfc = {n+1} orJfc == [^, jfc] U {n + 1}, ifc <
jk ̂  n; in particular either jk=n-loT jk =n). As above Ji (resp. Jfc) is assumed
to be empty if 1 ^ J (resp. n+ 1 ^ J).
Proposition 4.

W1 ={weW:0< w(l) < w(2) < ... < w(ji),
w(ir-l) < ... <w{jr), 2^r^k,
w(n - 1) + w(n) <2n+ 2}.

where the first (resp. third) condition should be considered only z/ Ji ̂  0 (resp.
4 ^- 0/ To ̂  w1 proceed as follows. If 1-^ ^0 then wT(l),..., wr(ji) are
given by the increasing arrangement of |w(l)[,... , |w(ji)|; wT{ir - 1),... , wl\jr),
2^ r ^ ^ ~ 1^ are ̂ en by the increasing arrangement of w{ir - 1),... , w{jr).
Finally, if Ik i- 0, w/(ifc),... , wl(jfc) are determined by the following inductive
procedure.

(1) Suppose jk = n. Arrange w(^),... , w(ra) in increasing order; let
(xi^,... , Xn) be the resulting s-tuple {s = n -ik+1).
Suppose jk = n-1. Arrange w(tfc), ... , w(n - 1) in increasing order; let
(a;^,... , a;n_i) 6e the resulting {s - l)-tuple; set Xn = w(n).

(2) IfXn-i +Xn <2n+2 stop; otherwise replace Xn-i with Rn^(xn] and Xn
withRn^{Xn-l).

(3) Go back to step (1).
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